
MASORETIC TEXT I

*CONSONANTS
*VOWELS
*PUNCTUATION



A comparison between a contemporary printed text of the 
Tanakh and the identical work as it passed from beneath the 
hand of its first writer would reveal four major areas of contrast:

• 1. Writing materials and the form of the book;

• 2. Alphabet and orthography;

• 3. Divisions within the text;

• 4. Vocalization and accentuation/punctuation of the text.



1. WRITING MATERIALS AND 
THE FORM OF THE BOOK
• Parchment

• Papyrus (Byblos)

• Ostraca (Samaria, Lakhish)

• Stone (Mesha)

• Clay Tablets

• Wooden Slates (Ezekiel 37:16)



PARCHMENT TORAH



A construction of two layers of papyrus fibers, which were laid 
perpendicularly to each other, made up a papyrus sheet. The 
process began from the act of separating the entire triangular 
stalk into very thin, but broad strips. The papyrus strips were 
then flattened onto a board, wet from the Nile. Then, the ends of 
the strips were squared off to form neater borders of the two 
layers. The strips were then pounded with a mallet to remove the 
excess water. The layers were then pressed forming sheets. After 
the sheet was formed, the sheet was left to dry in the sun. On 
individual sheets, any rough spots were rubbed smooth using 
ivory and shell, so writing surface was not as scaly. In order to 
create a roll, the sheets were glued together with a paste made 
from flour that dissolved in boiling water and mixed together 
with vinegar.



PAPYRUS IPUWER (13TH CENTURY BCE)



SAMARIA OSTRACA (8TH CENTURY BCE)



LAKHISH OSTRACA (6TH CENTURY BCE)



MESHA STELE
(9TH CENTURY BCE)



CUNEIFORM TABLETS
(42.81)



B. THE FORM OF THE BOOK

• Scroll )הליגמ(

A conventional roll was sold as twenty sheets pasted together. However, a scribe possessed the 
ability to determine the length of the roll by cutting off or adding individual sheets to their 
desired length for the text. With that in mind, the longest Ancient Egyptian roll was around 40 
meters (131 feet). Also, a Greek roll did not exceed more than 11 meters (36 feet).

The papyrus scroll was replaced by the parchment codex because parchment was far stronger, 
flexible, and did not deteriorate with age. Despite its heavy use, the disadvantages of the roll 
were far too many compared to the parchment. Parchment was immensely easier to copy onto 
than the papyrus as the parchment did not have any visible fibers, making a rough surface like the 
papyrus.





• Codex  )רפס(
The codex was favored because the codex was 
more economical compared to the roll. The act 
of copying onto parchment was more 
advantageous because the act would have 
ensured the text's survival as the re-rolling 
caused significant fraying. The supersession of 
the papyrus scroll by the codex form was 
gradual and took many years to become the 
more popular book form used. Around 4 AD, 
the number of codices outnumbered the 
number of scrolls as the advantages of the 
codex was more attractive to the Christians, 
since the codex was stronger, more flexible, 
and more durable to hold their texts than 
papyrus scrolls.





Here too, our present day sefer torah suggests that the most probable
form of an original biblical book was a megillah, or scroll. In the first
century CE, the codex—papyrus or parchment leaves laid one atop
another and bound together on one side—was introduced, and by the
early post-Talmudic period this medium was widespread throughout the
Greco-Roman world. In fact, it stands to reason that the question of the
order of the biblical books (Baba Batra 14b) is related to the transition
from scrolls, which usually were laid out side by side, to codices—the
forerunners of books—which could be piled up.
Technically, in a rolled up scroll too, some portions of the text will appear to be above others. This
consideration is reflected in a passage in the Talmud (Megillah 27a) that discusses the hierarchies of
sacred objects: “! הירבחאאפדביתיאקאהו?ןניכרכיכיהךרכימ ” (“How can we roll [scrolls], given that one
panel sits atop another?



SCRIBAL PRACTICES

• Scrolls were written in pen (Jeremiah 8:8; Psalms 45:2) or inscribed 
by a stylus (Isaiah 8:1), with an iron stylus used on particularly hard 
surfaces (Jeremiah 17; Job 19:24). From Jeremiah, who employed a 
sofer, or professional scribe, we receive several additional glimpses 
into scribal practices in the biblical period. The scribe would carry a 
razor with which he would cut papyrus or parchment sheets (36:23); 
the author would read the text aloud and the sofer would transcribe 
his words in the scroll (36:18). From Ezekiel (9:2–3) we learn that a 
scribe would keep his ink in a pouch attached to his belt.



2. ALPHABET AND 
ORTHOGRAPHY

• The “Phoenician” 
Alphabet

 )ירבע בתכ(



(a) The Homestead



• (b) The Field



(c) The Hand






